Discover your passion

Our old human passions seem to disappear as we go through the spiritual awakening process. Where is your
passion for a job, a hobby or a political and social cause and creativity? Maybe you even lost your passion for the
quest of spiritual enlightenment ?
The feeling of loss of passion can be one of the most challenging parts of our spiritual awakening. We feel lost,
dull or sometimes hopeless without passion. The old concepts of passion don’t work anymore and you are
disappointed when these new activities fail to enthuse or excite you.
In fact you are changing your consciousness and therefore your passion changes as well.
Through this course, you can come to understand the difference between an old energy passion and your soul’s
true passion. Tobias explains the things that are blocking you and keep you away from your passion. And you will
be guided through practical experiences, in which you can release these things. You’ll discover that passion is the
soul’s desire to express its joy, and this joy can be part of everything and anything you choose to do in your life.
If you want to feel into the energies of this workshop: you find a short introduction video (with german subtitles)
here http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umo-Qirg5RE.
Beside the content there is an intense energetic process unfolding during the workshop, which allows a profound
personal experience in addition to the spoken words.
Seminar language is German, also English if necessary. The workshop includes channeled sessions from
Tobias through Geoffrey Hoppe. The channels are on DVD in English language with German subtitles. Each
participant will receive a transcript in German (or alternatively in English on request).
Duration: 2 days
Times:
1st day: 09:45 am - 10:00 am registration
1st day: 10:00 am - 05:00 pm
2nd day: 10:00 am - 04:00 pm
Cost:
approx. 185 Euro = 250 US-Dollar
Water, coffee, tea and snacks are included.
Number of participants:
The number of participants is limited to 8.
Location:
Praxis mit Herz für mediale Heilarbeit, Sigrid and Lutz Nullmeyer, Schlattweg 21a, 28857 Syke.
The practice is situated in an idyllic landscape, very quiet and offers an especially protected setting for your
personal process. You find a few impressions here http://www.sigrid-nullmeyer.de/impressionen.pdf. We cordially
invite you, to dive with us into the loving energy from “home”.
Arrival:
Syke is only about 20 km from Bremen and can easily be reached by train or on the motorways A7 and A1. You
can find a route planner under http://www.sigrid-nullmeyer.de/kontakt.php (at the bottom). Bremen also has a city
airport. From there, the street railway no. 6 takes you to the city centre in only 9 minutes or to the Bremen central
station in 15 minutes. The railway between Bremen and Syke runs every half-hour.
Praxis mit Herz für mediale Heilarbeit Sigrid und Lutz Nullmeyer, Schlattweg 21a, 28857 Syke
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For further questions and support please contact me:

Together with my wife Sigrid Nullmeyer I offer these workshops:
Sexual Energies School, Aspectology, Passion, DreamWalker Birth, DreamWalker Death and DreamWalker Life
Lutz Nullmeyer
Heilpraktiker für Psychotherapie
Schlattweg 21a
28857 Syke
Telefon: 0049 - (0) 4242 – 577 588
Email:
lutz@nullmeyer.de
Website: www.shaumbras.de
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